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Cycling in Japan

continued on page 3

Paceline

I’ve been touring around Japan for three weeks 
on trains, with plenty of walking and carrying a 
big back pack during the 2 weeks we travelled on 
a Japan Rail pass.  Needless to say, it’s been time 
away from the biking scene and riding several 
times a week, and I think the break has been good 
on lots of counts.  It’s been refreshing to see the 
world again from the vantage point of cyclists 
and pedestrians who operate in a very different 
context than we do.
     Bicycles in Japan are a very common form 
of daily transportation.  They’re 
almost all heavy clunkers with 
maybe 1 or 3 speeds, equipped 
with a basket or 2.  They don’t cost 
a whole lot, and they come with a 
tiny little lock that fits through the 
spokes of the back wheel.  Nobody 
much steals them, nor is there 
a resale market for used bikes.  
People commonly use them to go 
shopping and run errands.  Cyclists 
and pedestrians share the road, 
along with cars, and the scene can 
be scary for pedestrians especially 
(and more so when one of the crew 
is a 3 year old—I’ve walked a fair 
amount with my granddaughter 
Luisa on this trip).  Here are things 
I’ve seen commonly around Nara 

and Tokyo:
Bikes out fitted with child seats·	
Large commuter cycle parking lots near urban ·	

train stations (they cost about a dollar a day)
Lots of bicycle parking in front of grocery ·	

stores and other popular establishments
Bikes parked at people’s houses (sometimes in ·	

“car” ports)
People of all ages riding their bikes to get ·	

places (including plenty of old people, not 
surprising in aging Japan)

A fair number of bikes with a tiny power boost ·	
motor
     By the way, I’ve only seen 2 or 3 road bikers 
the whole time I’ve been here--road bikes, lycra 
cycling wear--and they were not behaving very 

A Pachinko parlor in Setagaya-ku in western Tokyo
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Club Officers • 2016
President
Pat Boling 491-1175
Vice President
Andrew Hirsch 463-1132
Secretary
Laura Furey 414-430-0459
Treasurer
Dennis Figueroa 237-7490

Board Members
James Gross 366-4819
Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Tom Moffett 463-6497
Bob Mrzlack 574-583-4699
Dave Smith 497-8918
Ryan Stremke 430-9511

Chair Officers
Membership
Dennis Figueroa 237-7490
Wabash River Ride Coordinator
Andrew Hirsch 463-1132
Advocacy
Alfonso Gerbolini 
Mileage Log
Dennis Figueroa
wrccridelog@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor
Carol Moffett 463-6497
Social Media
Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Webmaster
Dave LeFevre 
dlefevre@gmail.com
Calendar
Skip Eads
skipeads1@gmail.com

Ride Coordinators 
A (19+ mph)
Chris Yeomans 427-7290 
B (17-19 mph)
Kemin Johnston       583-0739
C (15–17 mph)
Pat Boling 491-1175
D (13–15 mph)
Tom Moffett 463-6497
E (11–13 mph)
Gary Brouillard 742-7794
Novice (less than 11 mph)
Dennis Figueroa 237-7490
MTB & Gravel Road
James Gross 366-4819
Touring & Camping
Kevin Luse 870-7808 

welcome our 
new members

David Ponce
Logan Ream

Gigi Ream
Martin Rossmann

Karole Sojka
Paul Soika

Rachel Stout
Greg Stout
Jack Stucky
Carol Stucky
Judy Wagner

Jon Ying

welcome our 
new members

Matthew Andrzejewski
Jim Bien

Jordan Bonfitto
Gay Bussard

Will Ellis
Michael Faith

Beth Faith
Detlef Griessman

Jennifer Higginbottom
Stephen Hodson

Kurt Krug
Bill Manjak

Julie Peterson

M Power Yoga

Adventure Cycling Association

Affiations
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✺ Pat

Paceline • Cycling in Japan
continued from page 1

well, probably because they were anxious to get 
out of the city center and start riding “for real.”  I 
know from conversations with friends that people 
like competing in triathlons, and they ride decent 
bikes and train to get ready.  I can’t really imagine 
where one goes to ride safely around Tokyo—it’s 
a huge and very built up city.
     Cycling doesn’t have the same class valence as 
in the US:  people of all income brackets ride their 
bikes to get places, and bikes are a completely 
normal, expected part of traffic patterns.  In 
big cities like Tokyo or Osaka, there are lots of 
people who simply don’t drive.  They don’t have 
licenses, they don’t own cars, they depend 100% 
on buses, trains, bikes, walking and the occasional 
taxi.  Their lifestyles are shaped around shopping 
frequently and buying smallish amounts of food 
that they can tote home easily.  If a family really 
wants to stock up and buy a bunch of heavy stuff 
(e.g., 10 kilos of rice, a flat of fruit, a big supply 
of canned goods), they can order from stores that 
will deliver these things to their home.
     In smaller towns that are not as pinched for 
space as the big cities, more people drive and 
have cars.  But even so the tendency is to do 
the grocery shopping on foot or by bike.  The 
infrastructure model is not one that promotes 
commuting by car:  parking lots are pricey and 
rare, on-street parking non-existent, traffic is 
slow and streets are narrow and crowded.  But 
lots of resources have been put into an excellent 
public transit system that is predictable—barring 
disasters, the trains and buses 
run on time—affordable, and 
convenient (there is even a 
website for figuring out optimal 
train connections for any trip 
you might contemplate taking, 
Ekitan).
     So what’s the bottom line 
here?  “Oh,  Pat’s getting 
preachy again about how well 
other countries approach bicycle 
friendly infrastructure and set 
things up to facilitate getting 
around without relying on 
cars.”  Well, yeah, that’s part of 

the story, but it’s also just plain old interesting 
to see what a country where most people ride 
clunker bikes around looks like.  By and large 
people are in pretty good shape.  They get a lot of 
“background noise” exercise getting to and from 
stations, making transfers, and trundling around 
on those clunker bikes.  There’s less pollution, and 
less traffic congestion.  The consumption of oil 
products is lower.
     We don’t take seriously a sea change that 
would make the US more bicycle friendly by 
getting a lot more of us to do our errands and 
our commutes by bike and helping us choose 
bikes and walking over driving.  But it’s not 
unimaginable.  Japan after all has given the 
world well-made, fuel efficient cars; yet it also 
provides an example of microdecisions about how 
to design neighborhoods and infrastructure that 
supports bikes, walking and public transit.  We 
can help make a difference in pushing our city, 
county, state and federal governments to adopt 
such policies:  we are a constituency that sees on 
a daily basis the value of bike-friendly norms and 
infrastructure.
     Consider how good it makes you feel to get 
out for a ride on your bike.  If we made it seem 
normal to get around (mostly) on human power, 
we could perhaps make a sea change here as well.
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What happens when WRCC members travel to Holland? They rent bikes and travel like the 
locals. Josh Gillam and I recently spent a few days in the bicycle friendly country, renting “city 
bikes” and riding around the Dutch country side for a couple of days.  The bike route system 
was impressive, and even when riding on roads, the drivers were courteous and aware of 
bicycle traffic.         
     When riding around Tippecanoe County and beyond, it is common to send a short wave to 
a bicyclist coming from the other direction. This is also a common practice in Holland, although 
you may wind up hoarse from all the “hallo”s.  School children through the elderly are seen out 
and about riding to school, work, or to visit a friend for an afternoon cake and coffee break. I 
really liked the big wicker baskets, big enough for a large purse and some groceries, as well as 
bikes with room for the whole family. Josh enjoyed the friendly people, the well organized and 
vast network of trails and routes, and the self service coffee and cake stop.  
      Has anyone ever mentioned how flat it is in the Netherlands?  Over the course of a 100km 
ride, the total elevation as accounted for by Strava was 96 feet.  That’s enough to make 
Northern Indiana seem hilly.  
     If you are so inclined to make a trip to the Netherlands, be sure to take advantage of the 
bicycle route planner (and don’t trust Google entirely - ask Josh about that one). http://www.
hollandcyclingroutes.com/online-cycle-route-planner.  Many of the train stations have rentals 
available as well as ample bike parking.  Be sure to stop for a Stroopwaffle at one of the rest 
stops along the bicycle routes as well. We found a sweet little self service stop, stocked with 
pastries, coffee, and even beers to quench your thirst, just be sure to have some Euro coins to 
drop in the box to pay.

Touring Holland
by Laura Furey

Self service rest stop along the bike 
route.
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✺ Kevin Luse

Bicycle parking garage in Bruges, Belgium. (OK, 
not the Netherlands, but also very bicycle friendly)

Come join in a ride for Adventure Cycling’s Bike Your Park Day with day loops starting at 
McCormick’s Creek State Park near Spencer, IN.  Indiana State Parks are celebrating their 100th 
anniversary. 

The routes will include Morgan / Monroe State Forest, Mt. Tabor and Boltinghouse Road, plus a 
few of the hills from the Hilly Hundred.  There will be routes for Saturday and Sunday.  You can 
stay and ride both or pick a day.  Rides will start from the Canyon Inn parking lot in McCormick’s 
Creek State Park at 8:30 am.

Hopefully, people from different speed categories will ride and volunteer to lead.  I will make 
maps and have a link to the route available about Labor Day, so they can be uploaded on to your 
Garmin.

Lodging: Camping, Cabins, Canyon Inn – your responsibility to make arrangements

When:  September 24 & 25, 2016

Where:  McCormick’s Creek, Spencer, IN

Bike Your Park Day, September 24, 2016

Mileage:  Saturday – 60 +/-, Sunday – 50 +/-
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RAAM 2016 was the experience of 
a lifetime! Craig and I, along with 
our amazing crew, battled the coastal 
mountains in California, the heat and 
surprisingly steep hills in Arizona, 
and the mountain passes in Colorado. 
We made a few rookie mistakes early 
on, such as hanging out together 
instead of making sure one of us was 
always riding (doh!), but we also 
had some bad luck. A stomach bug 
ran through Craig’s support van (and 
Craig himself), and we encountered 
a headwind at the border between 
Colorado and Kansas that was 
forecasted to stay put all week. We 
would have been satisfied with a non-
official time, but our RV had to be back 
to California for the owner’s vacation 
by a certain date, and our crew were 
also on a deadline. So sadly, we had to 
stop racing early, BUT we are taking 
what we’ve learned and we’re signing up for this fun again! We raised a lot of money for 

Craig’s sister’s autism 
school, so thank you 
to everyone who 
donated!! We are very 
proud of ourselves and 
our crew, and we’re 
looking forward to next 
time. We feel lucky to 
have so many friends 
who supported us on 
this journey, and we 
are grateful that our 
whole team kept each 
other safe and smiling. 
Here’s to RAAM 
2017 (or 2018…. to be 
determined). Ride on!

RAAM 2016
by Sandy Taylor
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2016 Pumpkinvine Ride
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Paul Newman-Jacobs 
at Chief Shipshewana 
Memorial

Congratulations to Dave Bowden
for completeing his first century
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Everyone Needs 
to Bake!

One of the signature items 
of the Wabash River Ride 
is our great selection of 
HOME BAKED cookies 
- yum!  Food is a very 
important part of this ride.

Last year, the cookie 
selection was fantastic.  
Let’s do it again in 2016!

Everyone’s help is 
essential.  Please plan 
to bake at least a double 
batch of your favorite 
cookies (usually 6 to 10 
dozen, more if they’re 
small).

You can prepare them a 
few weeks in advance.  
Just throw them in the 
freezer.

More to come in the August 
Newsletter about cookie drop 
off plans.

We Will Need YOU!!
It takes an enormous effort to sponsor a cycling event like the 
Wabash River Ride, and for that reason, all WRCC members are 
asked to contribute to making the WRR both memorable and, 
above all, safe, for all participants.

Where we will need volunteers:
•	 Mobile SAG drivers (AM and PM shift)
•	 SAG Stop Help at Cicott (morning)
•	 SAG Stop Help at Carbondale (afternoon) 
•	 SAG Stop Help at Fountain (afternoon)
•	 Homebase teardown
•	 SAG Stop teardown at end of day
If you have detailed questions about various jobs, contact 
Dennis Figueroa (dennishelpme@gmail.com).
Start thinking about what you would like to do to help and 
sign up on signupgenius for a job and the fun time of working 
at the Wabash River Ride.  Thanks.
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nWABASH RIVER RIDE 2016 • SATURDAY • AUGUST 27

Wabash River Ride 2016
         Making Plans                                and
       Need Your Help
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A bike rack 
that sucks – in 
a good way
by Ben Coxworth (of Gajitz)

If you’ve ever tried to install a rooftop or rear-
end bike rack on your car, then you’ll know 
what a hassle it can be. You have to put the thing 
together, carefully line everything up, run the 
hooks under your roofline or hatch, then try to 
tighten it all down simultaneously so everything 
doesn’t get pulled to one side. According to the 
folks at SeaSucker, however, their racks attach 
and come off in seconds, thanks to an attachment 
system that involves nothing but rubber cups.

The bike racks are a spin-off of SeaSucker’s 
marine products, which are used for attaching 
things such as rod holders and diving racks to 
boats. The company is quick to point out that 
their system uses vacuum cups, as opposed to 
suction cups. What’s the difference? Suction 
cups are the generally-unreliable little things that 
are used for sticking aquarium heaters to glass, 
translucent decorations to windows, and things 
like that. Vacuum cups, on the other hand, attach 
themselves to smooth surfaces using a built-in 
pump with enough force to allow people to climb 
up the sides of buildings.

To use the racks, you moisten the underside of 
each cup, put it in place, then click on the pump 
button to suck it down. To remove it, you just lift 
a tab to release the air. The pump button also has 
a red line which will start to become visible if the 
cup loses pressure after being attached for a while.

The racks are available in rooftop, hatchback, 
trunk, or pick-up bed configurations, and hold one 
to three bikes, depending on the rack model. The 
company also offers a rather clever work stand, 
that consists of a traditional bicycle frame clamp 
attached to a mount that sucks onto the wall.
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2 Rivers on 2 Wheels, Logansport, IN
All Photos from 2 Rivers on 2 Wheels Facebook Page except 
where noted otherwise
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The Holland Hundred
Saturday, July 16

Ride Coordinatior - Kevin Emsweller

Amishland & Lakes
Saturday, July 30

Ride Coordinatior - Dave Smith

NEW THIS YEAR: The Amishland and Lakes 
bike tour is undergoing some changes this year. 
After many years with The Howe Military School 
serving as the the home base for the ride, ride 
headquarters is moving to Lakeland High School 
in LaGrange, Indiana. Lakeland HS was on 
previous Amishland routes about a mile before 
the LaGrange Courthouse SAG. In addition to 
the move, Amishland and Lakes will be a one day 
ride this year. A new feature of this year’s ride will 
be a free after ride meal served on the Lakeland 
campus.

SAGS: Well stocked SAG stops provided along 
the tour route. Amishland and Lakes is known for 
great SAG food including watermelon, blueberries, 
peaches, bananas, fresh baked cookies and 
drinks. 

AFTER RIDE MEAL: A free post-ride meal will be 
served at Lakeland High School after the ride. Food 
service will start at 1:00 pm and end at 4:00 pm. 
If you are riding a longer distance make sure you 
start early enough to return to the HS by 4:00 pm. 
The menu will include Pulled Pork Sandwiches, a 
number of side dishes, drinks and desert. There 
will also be a vegetarian option.

From Amishland & Lakes website

Ride Day
THE ROUTES

The course officially opens at 7:00 a.m. 
Saturday morning. 

The Holland Hundred has supported 
routes for 18, 36, 67 and (of course!) 100 
miles.

The tour showcases some of the best 
cycling in Michigan. While we start in 
Holland proper, the routes take riders 
through lovely coastal towns, pristine 
farm country and more in Ottawa and 
Allegan counties.

THE START AND FINISH

The Holland 100 starts from and 
finishes at the Greenhouse facility for 
Herman Miller.

The shower facilities inside the 
Herman Miller Greenhouse are 
available post-ride until 4:00 p.m..

THE FOOD

Not many bike tours can boast a full-on 
pancake breakfast during the ride. Join 
us for the Holland Hundred, and one 
of your rest stops includes pancakes to 
get that day off to a great start (thanks 
to Holland Christian Schools South Side 
Transportation).

From Holland Hundred website
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Dear Cyclists,

The time of the year has come when Bicycle Lafayette (BL) throws its yearly fundraising party. 
This year the theme is bike prom in space and there will be a photo booth, a DJ, prizes and 
a silent auction. As you know BL is very active in influencing / encouraging the city to adopt 
bicycle friendly ordinances, rules, and infrastructure. The organization also helps educate the 
public about bicycles and encourages bicycle culture. This party is a great opportunity for us 
to support these efforts with our WRCC bike muscle. We are the largest group of cyclists in 
the area and could help the fundraising efforts by just attending the party. Could you imagine 
the message the Bike Prom could give the community just by parking 100+ bicycles outside 
of Carnahan Hall on July 15th? Pow! that is what I call bicycle power. Off course I also want 
to see you there because I would love to party with you, dance together or just catch up as 
we pretend to ride our bikes in space. The event is a costume party, but please do not feel 
obligated to dress up.  It’s fine to come as your wonderful selves. 

Ride in peace!

Alfonso 

Remember your
10% Club Discount at

Hodson’s Bay Company 
on the Levee

Your local source for 
everything cycling & fitness

Carnaham Hall 
800 Main Street
Lafayette, IN



A Zen teacher saw five of his students returning from the market, riding their bicycles. When they 
arrived at the monastery and had dismounted, the teacher asked the students, “Why are you riding 
your bicycles?”

The first student replied, “The bicycle is carrying this sack of potatoes. I am glad that I do not have to 
carry them on my back!” The teacher praised the first student, “You are a smart boy! When you grow 
old, you will not walk hunched over like I do.”

The second student replied, “I love to watch the trees and fields pass by as I roll down the path!” The 
teacher commended the second student, “Your eyes are open, and you see the world.”

The third student replied, “When I ride my bicycle, I am content to chant nam myoho renge kyo.” The 
teacher gave his praise to the third student, “Your mind will roll with the ease of a newly trued wheel.”

The fourth student replied, “Riding my bicycle, I live in harmony with all sentient beings.” The teacher 
was pleased and said to the fourth student, “You are riding on the golden path of non-harming.”

The fifth student replied, “I ride my bicycle to ride my bicycle.” The teacher sat at the feet of the fifth 
student and said, “I am your student.”

-Zen proverb

 From Adventure Cycling’s Bike Bits
Sent by Andy Hirsch

Name  Date

Address

City State Zip

Telephone (               ) Occupation

E-mail

Other family members joining*

*Minors (under 18 years) must be accompanied by a parent/guardian on all activities.

WRCC Membership Form

Type of Membership
❏ Student .................... $15
❏ Individual ................$20
❏ Family ......................  $25

Average Speed
❏ 19–21+ ..........................A
❏ 17–19 ............................. B
❏ 15–17 ............................ C
❏ 13–15 ............................ D
❏ 11–13 ..............................E
❏ 11 & under .......Novice

Cycling Type
❏ Road
❏ Touring
❏ Commuting
❏ Mountain
❏ Racing

❏ Renewal
❏ Same address
❏ New Member

T-Shirt Size
❏ Small
❏ Medium
❏ Large
❏ XLarge
❏ XXLarge

1. Return form & dues to:
Wabash River Cycle Club
P.O. Box 1243
Lafayette, IN 47902-1243

2. You may also pay your 
dues conveniently and  
securely with PayPal at 
the WRCC Web site:  
www.wrcc-in.org

❏ I am willing to lead rides.
Are you a member of Bicycle Indiana? Yes ❏  No ❏
May we publish your name in our directory? Yes ❏  No ❏

Check all
that apply.

✂

http://www.wrcc-in.org

